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pear Jeff. 

The position into which attitudes toward my work for the past decade has 
fervid me is not an easy are. 

I work an extraordinarily long day every dart have opium* and try to 
avoid wastes of time and what can cause others to find excuses for basing 
proNeristing prejudices against this work and against no. 

It has not beware month* since you and Jim Moginley were here. I waited 
a long time before even trying to find out whet if any decision had been made 
bynnagraboutingUado* To date I have had no word from your or the maga+ 
sins or the book affiliate. 

About three weeks ago I spoke to Jim. He told me that the decision had 
been negative and that an alternative had evolved. It appears that I can be of 
some help if this alterMSAies.is to be pursued. Since then no word from anyone 
on anything. 

At least twice before Jim told me of the negative decision I tried to phone 
you to learn if one had beep reached and to obtaikthe rotors of the book if 
your people were not going for it. Neither call was returned. Two weeks as 
4  reached an assistant, explained ay urgent need for the copy of the book, and 
was promised it immediately. 

It has not arrived. 

I have bad need for it. Three other publications are considering prePoselso 
all kneeing the offer is not exclusive, and tha*ks to ,Playboy  I have no copy 
to let anyone see. 

Until Jim told me of the decision I could not honorably talk to anyone else. 

Whatever you or anyone else may have inland is not really material. What is 
material is what this has done to me. For more than four months I was precluded 
from doing anything. Minos than I have nothing to show except documents. So as 
recently as twice in the past week I have been foreclosed again. 

I don't think is right or necessary and I do know it has been hurtful. 

Of course I have the master est. But it is not only that I Can't afford to 
smelt. it is also that I on t dare run risks with corrections Ailing off. 

I regret having to write about this because you may resent it and because I 
did not work until 1100 last night and- start again at 5 this morning only to have 
to write unnecessary lettere. (This schedule is not exceptional and at 62 it is 
neither easy nor wise.) 

14111 you please see to it that this book reaches me as fast as possible? The 
fastest way is by Greyhound. I've drive to the station for it. If it is too much 
trouble for you to get it to the bus station then will you please mail it? 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


